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Responses to Q4
Due to lockdown trading was different this year

Had to turn work down due to staff shortages

But only because of online orders if I had normal Christmas footfall it would of been better 

Less

Had to work harder this year with less orders still made a better profit due to buying only cheaper flowers 

1st one at this location

First year trading 

I concentrated on funeral orders rather than taking on lots of Xmas orders

A good start I am a new online business working from home. Started 2 weeks before Christmas.

Less than last year by choice.

Only owned business for a year. So, first Christmas

Only trading for 3 months so no comparison 

Less due to the covid restrictions which were in place last year 

My first year in retail. Excellent turnover and profit 

Closed due to high priced stock 

First Christmas 

only due to covid last year 
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Down on last year

I picked which orders I wanted to accept and declined the majority of them to concentrate on my own orders as they are more profitable.

I think it was quieter, people couldn't see each other last year

About the same as last year stopped them on the Thursday to concentrate on local orders 

Much quieter than last year 

Much less but another member was closed last year so not really comparable

Our website is through Direct2Florist so online sales were a little down from last year.

Interflora members - I feel orders down on last year

Less than last year

same as last year

Not as Busy

Interflora was shockingly low

Very quiet really

Much the same

Relay are damaging the high street florist industry

Definitely quieter than last year 

Way down for first 3 weeks of December but reached our numbers we wanted for xmas week

Not too bad we set a total of only 5 orders per day

rubbish not worth doing

It generated orders but less than last year 

Less Orders - Less Money - Further Away for Delivery 

Came offline to look after my own customers

Interflora terrible, very slow

About same, but limit volumes we receive

Less orders than last year, I assume as we could travel more people were staying with those that they sent flowers to last year ,so not so many relay orders

Down on last year Interflora!

not much came through

not as busy as before

We had to stop taking them from 21 December 

We had to limit orders due to staff shortage because of covid 

Interflora- very last minute, and slightly down. 

We're D2F and get very few orders, was around the same as every year

Cont’d
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Yes - hard to forecast wedding planning and future commitments. Have written in new T&C's for wedding orders.

we have to be so creative, and the buying is much more time consuming

Looking ahead to weddings is quite daunting.

It will eventually force Florists out and push supermarkets further. 

I'm a British Grower so not an issue for me!

It will put us out of business as flower prices go up customer are not prepared to pay more 

We have to move forward and increased retail prices, most customers understand.

It will be hard to sell if prices keep increasing 

Our wholesaler is amazing ‘Teeuwen’ we now buy shorter stems and larger quantities which are easy to sell with florist choice on all items, best flower prices for years 

Hard

I wish the British flower growers would just grow for the florists, rather than compete, I have three now in my area, all. Offering flowers much cheaper than I can charge.... I am now creating  my 
own cutting garden to keep my costs down, to survive. 

Very concern 

Yes - very concerned - how can we price weddings & events with prices jumping higher than ever before ?

This prices are higher in buying and customers demand cheaper items so its difficult trying to balance this 

We will have to pay any prices to stay in business

very. especially as growers are producing less, and less cargo space from South America

THE DUTCH THINK WE ARE STUPID THEY LIKE INCREASING PRICES FOR NO REASON

I’m not to fussed unfortunately it is what it is, and we just have to adapt to changes etc  

I’m not sure how I can keep on maki g a profit as a studio florist, I feel extremely sorry  for those who have shops!. I’d be terrified!

With price increases more aware of waste issues and therefore ordering less and more frequently. Looking to growing my own and buying British in the spring/summer period.

I am spending hours on wholesalers' websites trying to get prices I can afford 

I am very concerned about flower prices. I had to close my shop to reduce my overheads and now work from a home studio so that my customers can still get good value for money. 

I dont know how to keep up with price increases as my customers expect me to make a bunch up for £10 to 15 sometimes and I cannot justify that anymore.  The supermarket flowers are still 
cheaper than what I can buy at the wholesalers i.e. wraps of lilies for £10 compared to £22 to £25 at wholesalers!  Does not make sense. 

WHENEVER A CHANCE RASISES IT HEAD OPERTUNNISOM HAPPENS

Worrying how high prices will go

If the quality was better, it wouldn’t feel so bad maybe 

I feel it may be a tough year, we are a luxury item and with our need to increase prices due to increased costs for flowers, sundries and running costs with the fact our customers will have less 
disposable income because of increased fuel / food and general cost of living increases.

Amaryllis cut flowers were so OTT

Yes, however its not just flowers its everything, all items petrol, gas, food etc has gone up so not worried at putting prices up

British Flower prices remain almost constant just reflecting higher fuel costs with a slight increase 
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